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1 Homomorphisms of representations
For all algebraic structures there's thenotion of a

homomorphism Here's what it looks like for representations
Let G be a group I be a field and U V be
representationsof G over E

Definition An F linearmap q U TV is a homomorphism

of representations of G if g glut gig u tgeG ue U

Examples o The zero map U V is a homomorphism

1 The identity map Idu V V is a homomorphism

2 Let UCV be a subrepresentation The inclusionmap

IV
a au andtheprojection map V Vla revell



are homomorphisms the representations in U V14 are

constructedto make this the case Secs 2.212.3 in Lec2

Exercise Let XY be sets w Cactions and y X Y

be a map intertwining the Gactions pig x g yG Agel
xeX Consider themap Fun Y F Fun X E f esfog
Show that it is a homomorphism of representations

Let's proceed to discussing properties of homomorphisms

They mirror properties of linearmapsand theirproofs are

left as exercises

LemmeP Let y U V be a homomorphism ofrepresentations
Then Ker yell imy V are subrepresentations

Lemma 2 Let UVWbe representations of G
a If g U V q V W are homomorphisms then so is

play U W
I



6 If g U V is a bijective homomorphism then y V U

is also a homomorphism In this case we say that q is an
isomorphism

c If g g U U are homomorphisms then so are qty

ay U V for a EF

Remarks 1 If there is an isomorphism between

representationsUAV then we say that they are isomorphic This

means that they behave in the same way and one usually
seeks to understand representations up to isomorphism

2 Let Hom UV denote the space of linearmaps U V

Part c tells us that homomorphisms of representations
form a subspace in Hem UV to bedenotedbyHema UV

2 Associative algebras andtheir representations
Associative algebras is another class ofalgebraicstructureswhose representations we want to study In away

this is themost important class for all otheralgebraic



structures
groups Lie algebras being themost important

examples their representations are in fact representationsof
suitable associative algebras

2 1 Bilinearmaps
Definition Let U VWbe vectorspaces AmapB UN W

is bilinear if it's linear in each of the arguments if we
fixthe other e.g H u ell themap v aplan V W is

linear and the same foreach fixed o

Example Let Xbe a vectorspaceandEndx bethespace
of linearoperators X X Then thecomposition map

EndIN EndX End X 44 A goy is bilinear

Rem Similarly to linearmaps bilinearones a completely
determined by the images of basis elements if an amell

Va OneV are bases then

53 E Gilli F6juj Eghibjplai.gl hi bj EFA



22 Algebras

Definition An algebra ever I is an F vectorspace

equipped with a bilinearmap AxA A theproduct

Any algebra is a ring so we can talk about associative

commutative and unital algebras In this course we are
interested in unital associativealgebras and all associative

algebras we consider are unital so we emit thatadjective
An example of an associative algebra is End X for a
vector space X theproduct is the composition see Example in

Sec 2.1 Here's another important example

Example thegroup algebra Let G be agroup finite
forsimplicity Define itsgroup algebra to be denotedby
FG as a vector space w basis Ug geG and

the unique

product given on the
basis by ugly ugh Note that by

thisdefinition I can be viewed as a subset of FG via

gg tug
landwewriteg insteadof rg



Lemma The algebra FG is associative w unit eelKEG
It is commutative iff G is abelian

Proof We'll check the associativity everythingelse is an

exercise Let a gaagg bEthh e Eslick legthicket
Then ab e Ingagthalghtic Ightie g

hic

Engagtheghic alba g

2 3 Representations of associative algebras
Definition Let A be an associative andunital algebra

V is an F vectorspace By a representation of A in V

we mean an associative algebrahomomorphism A EndV
we make theconvention that all associativealgebra home

morphisms we consider send 1 to 1

As in the case ofgroups we can equivalently define a

presentation
as a map AxV V la vie ar that is bilinear



associative i.e ab v albu andsatisfies theunitaxiom

10 0 It ve V When we use this description we usually

say that V is an A
module

Examples A V is an End V module via the identity

homomorphism End V Endul

2 A is a module over itself via la6 tab This is called
the regular module or representation

Remark Thegeneral constructions explained forgroups in
Lecture 2 direct sums sub andquotient representations work

for representations of associative algebras The same is the
case for homomorphisms ofrepresentations Sec 1 a homomorphism

of Amodules U V is the same as an A linearmap

24 Representation of G us FG
It turns out that the representations of G are in a

gnatural bijection
with those of FG



Indeed let y 5G End v be a representation Define

the map Pr G End u as yla Then Pyle Idr apyight
Palgpath ble y is a homomorphism of associative algebras
Alsopplg prig pyle Idu so impycGllul hence p is a

group homomorphism C GLV a.k.a agroup representation

In theopposite direction let p G Gav be agroup
homomorphism DefineRe FG EndV by

RplEeaagg ga agpig ageF

Exercise Yp is an associative algebra homomorphismMoreoverthe maps p tsk ay top are mutually inverse

This establishes the bijection of interest

Example Identify Fun GF Ex 2 in Lec2 Sec 1 w FG

via Sgtg Viewed as an FGmodule Fun GF is the

regularmodule

A



Side remark 1 The transfer of theproduct from IG to

Fun GF is known as the convolution

f f lg EstIght tech
There are many settings in Math where the convolution

appears and our current setting is the most elementary

Remark Why shouldwe view representations ofG as those

of 5G Apractical reason is that thisprovides a convenient

way to construct representations e.g in left ideals I c

FG or thequotients fG I We'll explore this when we

need it Besides the setting of associative algebras
providesa convenient language to talk about representations

of more general algebraic structures

Side remark 2 Thegroup algebra construction can be

interpreted via adjoint functors studiede.g in MATH
380 Namely there's a group algebra functor goingfrom

gthe category ofgroups
to the category of associative



F algebras that sends G to FG anddoes the only
natural thing to homomorphisms It's left adjoint to a

forgetful functor that sends an associative algebra A to
thegroup of its invertible elements

3 Bonus Lie algebras universal envelopingalgebras

3 1 Lie algebras
This is a class of non associative algebras that is

ofgreat importance for several areas of Mathematics incl
Representation theory

Definition An algebra g wproductdenotedby E

and called the Lie bracket or the commutator is a

Lie algebra if theproduct satisfies the followingaxioms
Skewsymmetry xx e t xeg
Jacobi identity xCy7 tlyCzxD It lx.ytte.txig.eeg

Note the first axiom implies more familiar xy lyx



land is equivalent to it if char F 2

Example 1 Let A be an associative algebra Then it becomes

a Lie algebra w a63 ab be This can beviewedas a

forgetful functor from the category of associative algebras
to the category of Lie algebras For example if we apply
this to A EndN we get the general linear lie

algebra glib

Example 2 Let F R or 0 It makes sense to talk

about real or complex manifolds By a liegroup onemeans

a manifold G equippedwith a group structure so that the

product xG G and the inversemap GG are C

For example Gln A1 SL f I are On 5I theorthogonal
matrices are Lie groups lover E while thegroup Un of

unitary complexvalued matrices is a reel liegroup
For a liegroupG itstangent space Tel has a natural

Iie algebra
structure roughly speaking by differentiatingthe



group commutator For example for G Cn f weget
Tel gln tf while for GSL Al weget Te6 34 El the

subalgebra ofgl F consisting of all trace l matrices
The study of many questions about Liegroups e.g

about their representations can be reduced to lie algebras
linearization This is the initial reason why mathematicians

care about lie algebras

3 2 Representations universal enveloping algebras

A representation of a Lie algebra g in a vectorspace V
is a lie algebra homomorphism g gl V f End u As in
the case ofgroups a representation of a lie algebra Vlog is
the same thing as a representation of a suitable associative

algebra called the universal envelopingalgebra and
denoted by Ulog Thisalgebra is constructed as the

quotient of the tensoralgebra Tcg Eoji by the
two sided idealgenerated by theelements xoxy yo Gy

ater xgeog
Note that we have a vector space embedding



g est log deg I tensors Its composition with theprojection

They Vlog is a Lie algebra homomorphism denote itby
c Composingwith c defines a map from the setof
representationsof Ug in V to that of representations ofg in V

It is a bijection left as an exercise Even more is true

compare to Side Remark 2 in Sec2.6 takingtheuniversal

enveloping algebra is a part of a functor from the

categoryof Lie algebras to that of associative algebras
Thisfunctor is left adjoint to theforgetfulfunctorfrom
the category of associative algebras to that of lie

algebras see Ext in Sec 3.1


